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Johnstech to Show Automotive Test Solutions at Semicon EUROPA 2022

Johnstech International, a global leader in the semiconductor test industry, will show their
portfolio of automotive test solutions at Semicon Europa 2022 in Munich, Germany.

MUNICH, Germany (PRWEB) October 26, 2022 -- Johnstech International, a global leader in the
semiconductor test industry, will show their portfolio of automotive test solutions at Semicon Europa 2022 in
Munich, Germany. For over three decades Johnstech has provided the best solutions for RF, mixed signal
analog, power, sensor, or high-speed digital devices—all supported by internal manufacturing, a world-class
field service team, and a reliable supply chain.

Johnstech VP, Global Engineering, Marketing, Sales & Service Bob Chartrand explains the company’s
commitment to service and pushing the envelope to enable the next generation in technology. “For over three
decades, we’ve provided ‘future forward’ test solutions for our customers ahead of market need. We understand
that complex problems deserve high-performance solutions.”

“Johnstech customers know that they will receive premium test solutions and services that accurately and
consistently replicate device specifications – a 'must have’ for the ongoing challenges for both automotive and
5G devices.” says Chartrand. “From our ground-breaking ROL technology to spring probes, Johnstech has
created a product portfolio that can meet our customers’ most challenging requirements and exceed their
expectations.”

Johnstech International will be at Semicon Europa, November 15th to 18th at booth #C1-856.

JOHNSTECH INTERNATIONAL is a global R&D leader in the field of microcircuit testing, providing
reliable, cost-effective testing solutions for automotive, commercial, and industrial applications. Founded in
1991 by David Johnson, Johnstech works together with the world’s most respected OSATs, foundries, and
EDA companies to develop the most precise and dependable test contactors and test sockets on the marketplace
today. For more info, visit http://www.johnstech.com.
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Contact Information
Nicole Porter
Johnstech International
http://https://www.johnstech.com/
1 6126566245

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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